Bringing Silicon Valley Jobs to Ann Arbor!

- Are you a Master’s or PhD engineer interested in the power of technology to improve our world?
- Meet the KLA team and have lunch with us.
- Learn how KLA is pushing the boundaries of AI/ML and physics based modeling for the semiconductor and automotive industries.

**Date:** Thursday, January 24th

**Time:** 12 noon – 1:30 pm, followed by networking

**Place:** 2000A Phoenix Memorial Laboratory
2301 Bonisteel Boulevard

**Food:** A delicious catered lunch

**RSVP:** By January 22nd to klaevents@umich.edu

### Who Are We?

- **KLA-Tencor is now KLA! Building a new office in A2**
- Global team of 6900 employees in 17 countries
- Leading edge technology: lasers, optics, sensors, image processing
  - $3.8 Billion in Revenue
  - $2.1 Billion in R&D spend
  - Hackathons, Engineering Conferences, Learning Center
  - Explore the world with global travel
  - KLA intersects with virtually every form of technology today and in the future